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Executive summary
The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) has initiated a review of
the management system for the EU High Quality Beef (HQB) quota. The review requires
an examination of the effectiveness and efficiency of the TRQ administration. Identifying
ways to improve the management system was a further requirement.
The aim of the administration arrangements is to maximise the value of the HQB access
for the benefit of the beef industry. It is not intended to be a mechanism for creating a
property right or to encourage quota trading. To guide the review a set of principles were
developed and a stakeholder consultation process was undertaken in July 2011.

Quota usage and management rules
The HQB quota is fixed at 7,150 tonnes with a 20% in-quota tariff. The quota trade is
characterised by high valued, chilled cuts and sea freight is the most common method of
shipment. The EU has imposed product specifications and there are costs associated with
accreditation requirements for Australian producers and beef processors.
In 2009 the EU established a new global import quota for grain fed beef. Management
rights have been retained by the EU and access is allocated to EU importers. The quota is
fixed at 20,000 tonnes and there is no in-quota tariff. Australia is a designated supplier
and was an active user of the quota in 2010-11.
The HQB access is managed through an allocation system that distributes two types of
quota – standard quota (SQ) and non-standard quota (NSQ). It has been fully utilised
until the most recent year. Year–to-date exports show under-fill of around 9% in 201011. Key features of the current system are:






SQ allocations are based on EU HQB exports in the previous year;
eligibility for SQ is open to any licensed exporter with EU export performance;
a 500 tonne set aside for NSQ with allocations based on an equal share;
eligibility for NSQ is restricted by a cumulative threshold of 150 tonnes of NSQ
and a time limit of 5 years;
a mechanism to re-claim unused quota in early March with re-distributions to
eligible exporters on a first-come-first serve (FCFS) basis.

Quota allocations and management issues
The number of quota participants has increased over the past 5 years. There are currently
35 SQ holders compared with 12 in 2005-06. The increase has been in companies without
processing facilities. Almost three quarters of participants had a total allocation of less
than 100 tonnes in 2010-11.
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NSQ allocations increased to 23 in 2009-10 and the growth in quota participants reduced
the size of NSQ allocations. New entrants (NEs) increased to 11 in 2008-09 but declined
to 2 companies in 2010-11. The NSQ set aside is largely being used as a quota ‘top-up’
for small operators with about half of the SQ holders receiving NSQ allocations.
The review has identified some areas where changes would improve quota management.
The main recommendations for change relate to the following issues:





export performance to determine SQ allocations;
management of the NSQ set aside and the treatment of new entrants;
eligibility for allocations; and
the quota re-claim provisions.

Management of NSQ is an area of concern for stakeholders. Allocation outcomes are not
especially transparent and the management system can lead to unintended consequences.
When combined with the SQ allocation process, NSQ distributions generate inequities in
the treatment of small operators. It can lead to fluctuations in total annual allocations that
are inconsistent with the principle of reward for performance.
Distortions arise because SQ allocations use performance and NSQ allocations do not.
The NSQ allocated to exporters inside the eligibility threshold was 78 tonnes in 2011-12.
In the previous three years it was around 25 tonnes. SQ allocations are affected by NSQ
allocations in the previous year. Exporters graduating after a small NSQ allocation could
be worse off than companies still receiving NSQ.
More generally, some exporters may experience a fall in their total allocation despite
performance growth. This is disruptive for market development efforts. There is no
reward for performance and failure to fully use an NSQ allocation has no effect on
subsequent NSQ allocations. This may encourage an ad hoc approach to sales.
The 5 year eligibility period and lack of specific provisions for a new entrant can lead to
other anomalies in NSQ allocations. A larger number of applicants will limit the initial
trade opportunities for NEs. In certain circumstances the time limit on eligibility could
unintentionally favour one small operator over another.
There is no case for unduly favouring small operators over other exporters by granting
quota top-ups that are not based on performance. A preferable approach is to limit NSQ
eligibility and treat all exporters equally by using performance to share the total access.
Exporters just beyond the set aside eligibility threshold should not be disadvantaged in
comparison to those inside the threshold. This would suggest an NSQ management
system that:



limits maximum NSQ allocations to an eligibility threshold; and
facilitates the distribution of un-allocated NSQ to other exporters that were
excluded from the set aside.
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Recommendations for HQB quota management
The recommendations for HQB quota management are presented in chapter 5 – there are
16 recommendations with associated sub-recommendations. A summary of the major
changes is presented in table 1 and most are modifications to existing arrangements.
The HQB access should remain an allocated quota. An application for a quota allocation
should be introduced with a obligation to specify a ‘quota request’ in tonnes. No response
will mean exclusion from all allocations. A simultaneous call for NE applications should
require the submission of information on intended quota use for an eligibility assessment.
A fee should be levied to cover assessment costs.
The existing approach of dividing the HQB access between SQ and a set aside for NSQ
should continue. Key changes to the SQ allocation process are:





allocations to be based a 3 year moving average of HQB trade to the EU;
performance data to use year-to-date shipments for the most recent year ( t-1) and
will be ‘locked’ for the duration of the quota year;
if necessary, a supplementary allocation at the end of July to share any quota that
becomes available from forfeits, rejected allocations and the NSQ set aside;
supplementary allocations limited to SQ holders that were ineligible for NSQ with
allocations based on a 3 year moving average of HQB trade to the EU.

The recommended changes will ensure the HQB access is fully distributed at the start of
the quota year unless the demand for quota is weak. In the unlikely event this situation
arises it is recommended that:







a modified FCFS system is used to distribute any remaining unallocated quota;
quota holders get first preference – quota requests are accepted for short period;
if total requests exceed the available quota, it is shared evenly;
if they are less than the available quota, applicants receive their quota request;
any residual access is available on an ‘as-needs’ FCFS basis to any exporter;
per unit quota fees apply to all distributions and the FCFS pool remains open until
the quota re-claim provisions are activated.

The set aside for NSQ should not be managed as a quota within a quota. It will be defined
as a maximum amount of access available for NEs and eligible SQ holders. An eligibility
threshold for SQ holders and a maximum NSQ allocation will be established. NEs will
get first preference in use of the set aside with a minimum annual allocation of 12 tonnes.
NEs will be restricted to NSQ allocations for a 3 year probation period before graduating
to SQ allocations. An eligibility threshold of 36 tonnes will be imposed for SQ holders to
access the set aside. Access to the set aside will be limited to a maximum of 2 years. The
maximum NSQ allocation will be the difference between an initial SQ allocation and the
eligibility threshold – SQ plus NSQ cannot exceed 36 tonnes.
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Recommended changes in HQB quota administration

SQ management
1. Application for allocation with 'quota request' in tonnes - exclusion from allocations if no response.
2. Initial allocations based on 3 year moving average of HQB exports to EU.
- year-to-date exports used for most recent performance year.
- allocations not to exceed 'quota requests' & adjusted for quota administration penalties.
3. If necessary, supplementary allocation at end of July to share any unallocated quota.
- composed of forfeits, rejections of initial allocations & residual access from NSQ set aside.
- restricted to SQ holders not eligible for NSQ.
- allocations based on 3 year moving average of HQB exports to EU.
4. If quota remains unallocated, further distributions made through modified FCFS system.
- first preference for allocations to quota holders based on 'quota request' or equal share.
- residual available on FCFS basis to any beef exporter.

Management of NSQ set aside
1. NE defined as exporter with no HQB allocation for 3 years - assessment of intended quota use.
2. NEs participate in NSQ allocations for a 3 year probation period.
- 12 tonne minimum annual allocation & excluded from SQ allocations for 3 years.
- graduate to SQ allocations after 3 years subject to assessment of quota use in probation period.
3. Eligibility threshold for SQ holders is initial SQ allocation of < 36 tonnes.
- 2 year limit on access to NSQ set aside.
4. Allocations of remaining set aside based on 3 year moving average of HQB exports to EU.
- NEs & eligible SQ holders participate with set aside remaining fixed at 500 tonnes.
- maximum NSQ is difference between SQ & eligibility threshold (SQ+NSQ not to exceed 36 tonnes).
- residual set aside transferred to pool of access for secondary allocation of SQ.

Re-claim provisions for un-used allocations
1. Provisions activated 1 month earlier - automatic forfeit if no response to DAFF inquiry by 1 February.
- automatic forfeit if quota use by 1 February is < 25% of total allocation.
2. Penalties apply to retained or re-distributed quota that is un-used by year end.
- next HQB allocation of SQ or NSQ is reduced on a 1 for 1 basis.
3. Modified FCFS system to distribute re-claimed quota.
- first preference for distributions to quota holders based on 'quota request' or equal share.
- residual available on FCFS basis to any beef exporter.

General provisions on eligibility for allocations and quota trading
1. NE eligibility assessment for quota allocation from information on intended quota use.
- one-off application fee to cover cost of NE eligibility assessment.
- exclusion of NPEs is default position with exceptions based on NPE assessment test.
2. NE information on quota use at end probation period to confirm graduation to SQ allocations.
3. Eligibility requirements for third party exporters of allocations held by other parties.
4. Exclusion from allocations for 3 years if sales of SQ or re-claimed quota > 50%.
- exclusion from allocations for 3 years if 2 year moving average of quota sales > 33% of quota rights.
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NSQ allocations will be based on a 3 year moving average of export performance with
calculations aligned with the SQ allocation process. This will involve calculating a set of
performance shares that exclude SQ holders who are ineligible for NSQ. Any residual set
aside will transfer to the pool of access available for supplementary SQ allocations.
This approach provides a preferential pathway for NEs to participate in the HQB quota. It
is also a more equitable way to treat NSQ allocations. The set aside can remain at 500
tonnes provided the maximum NSQ allocation threshold is introduced and performance is
used to determine allocations. Recommended changes to treatment of NEs are:







NEs are exporters with no SQ allocations in the 3 years before their application;
eligibility for NSQ requires NEs to satisfy an assessment of intended quota use;
NEs apply for NSQ in each probation year and specify a ‘quota request’ – they
are excluded from SQ allocations during the probation period;
after establishing NE minimum allocations the remaining set aside is available for
allocation to all exporters eligible for NSQ – NEs participate in this process and
receive extra access on top of their minimum initial allocation;
NEs graduate to SQ allocations if they satisfy an assessment of their quota use
during the probation period;
conditions are imposed to discourage frivolous NE applications – see chapter 5.

The quota re-claim provisions need to be modified to encourage timely quota use and
discourage quota hoarding. Recommended changes to the re-claim process are:







it is activated one month earlier – automatic forfeits occur on February 1 if there’s
no response to DAFF inquiries or evidence of intended use is insufficient;
automatic forfeits occur if an allocation is unused or if less than 25% of a total
allocation has been used by February 1;
penalties will apply to quota retained after February 1 but remains unused by year
end – penalties will also apply to distributions of re-claimed quota;
penalties will be a 1 for 1 reduction in SQ or NSQ at the next opportunity;
penalties are not transferable between commercially related companies and do not
transfer to companies that are ineligible for quota allocations;
the treatment of penalties for export performance is set out in chapter 5.

Distribution of re-claimed quota will be based on a modified FCFS system. Quota holders
get first preference if a ‘quota request’ is submitted. If requests exceed the available
quota, the access is shared evenly. If requests are less than the available quota, applicants
receive their ‘quota request’. Any residual quota is made available on an ‘as-needs’ FCFS
basis to any exporter. Per unit quota fees apply to all distributions under this system.
The methodology for calculating export performance is appropriate and should remain
unchanged. Gain fed exports under the new EU global quota should be excluded. Out-ofquota HQB sales and trade in HQB cuts under the GATT quotas should be included.
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Eligibility for quota allocations is a major issue for stakeholders. Allocations to NPEs
with no commitment to market development is detrimental to maximising the value of the
quota. The recommended default position is to exclude NPEs from allocations unless it
can be shown the business model and intended quota use is appropriate.
NE applicants must satisfy basic eligibility requirements including an assessment of
intended quota use. NPE applicants will face a higher level of scrutiny through a NPE
assessment test developed in consultation with industry – see chapter 5:



when the 3 year probation period ends NEs supply information on actual quota
use to assess eligibility for graduation to SQ allocations – NEs found to be
ineligible are excluded from all allocations for 3 years;
DAFF may use independent advice in all NE eligibility assessments.

There are concerns about the use of access by some current quota holders. Some NPEs
may not pass the new eligibility test that is developed. If necessary the NPE assessment
test could be applied to selected, current quota holders as a transitional measure to
confirm eligibility for quota allocations. DAFF should discuss the need for this
transitional measure with the relevant industry organisations.
Some HQB is being shipped by a third party under the trading name of the quota holder.
This activity is not detrimental to maximising the value of the quota as long as the third
party meets the NE eligibility assessment for NSQ allocations. Shipping approval forms
should be adjusted to confirm the eligibility status of third party exporters. Requests
should be rejected if a third party has not been assessed as eligible for allocations.
Some extra provisions should be introduced to improve the effectiveness of the eligibility
conditions for quota allocations. DAFF may initiate an ad hoc review of eligibility based
on the NPE assessment test if there are concerns about quota use. Quota holders found to
be ineligible will be excluded from all allocations for 3 years.
The current minimum allocation rule should remain unchanged. Rules on quota trading
should be adjusted. Market based transfers are an efficient way to maximise the fill rate
but buying and selling of allocation rights for financial gain is not appropriate. Therefore
SQ rights will remain transferable and NSQ rights will be non-transferable:




SQ holders eligible for NSQ can trade in SQ without affecting the eligibility to
access the set aside – if quota sales exceed their SQ allocation they are excluded
from all quota allocations for 3 years;
exporters selling 50% or more of their SQ allocation or distribution of re-claimed
quota are excluded from all quota allocations for 3 years; and
if a 2 year moving average of quota sales is 33% or more of total quota rights the
exporter is excluded for quota allocations for 3 years.
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1. Review terms of reference
In April 2011 the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) announced
a review of management arrangements for the EU high quality beef (HQB) quota. The
current arrangements were established following a review conducted in 2005.
The review terms of reference (TOR) are set out in appendix A. It requires an assessment
of the effectiveness and efficiency of the quota management arrangements and to identify
areas for improvement in administration.
The current arrangements include provision for a fixed amount of quota to be set aside
for new entrants (NEs). It is called non-standard quota (NSQ). The remaining access is
referred to as standard quota (SQ). Management of NSQ is a key focus of the review as
the TOR requires an examination of:




the definition of a new entrant;
the use of NSQ and SQ by new entrants; and
the ongoing suitability of the fixed annual allocation to NSQ.

The review will also consider possible improvements in other aspects of the management
arrangements with due regard to recent quota fill outcomes, the cost of administration and
the commercial requirements of quota holders. Areas to be examined include:






changes in market conditions and the need for quota allocation;
quota allocation mechanisms;
quota transfers;
minimum allocation levels in the context of commercial practises;
provisions for managing un-used quota and their implications for maximising the
value of the quota access (i.e. quota fill rates and quota rents).

The review has been undertaken by an independent consultant, Mr David Harris. DAFF
provided secretariat services and contributed information as required. Mr Harris is an
agricultural economist with considerable expertise in trade policy analysis, strategic
economic advice and econometric modelling. He is currently the managing director of an
economic consulting business, D. N. Harris and Associates.
Mr Harris was a member of the DAFF panel that reviewed administrative arrangements
for Australia’s dairy quotas to the EU and the United States in 2008. He was involved in
developing policy measures for deregulating the Australian dairy market in July 2000 and
has prepared numerous economic studies on agricultural trade policy issues. His professional
background includes a strong focus on market access issues for Australian livestock products.
He has a detailed understanding of TRQ administration arrangements for livestock products
in Australia and overseas markets.
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Mr Harris has a commercial background in the beef export industry from a family owned
processing company with associated farming interests. For several years he held a senior
advisory position with Bonlac Foods Ltd, a major Australian dairy cooperative based in
Victoria. His professional background includes senior positions at the OECD Secretariat in
Paris, the Centre for International Economics and the Australian Bureau of Agriculture
and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES).
The review commenced on the 16th of May 2011. Stakeholders were invited to lodge
submissions or meet with the reviewer. The closing date for written submissions was the
17th of June 2011.
The public was advised of the Review through the usual communication processes. DAFF
provided information on their website and contacted all registered beef exporters. They
sought assistance from the Red Meat Advisory Council (RMAC) and the Australian Meat
Industry Council (AMIC) in circulating notices about the Review.
Initial interest in the Review was limited. A small number of stakeholders requested faceto-face meetings with the reviewer. The AMIC and the RMAC did not lodge written
submissions but participated in separate consultation meetings. To ensure adequate
consultation, the reviewer contacted a number quota holders to confirm they did not wish
to participate in the review. Some expressed an interest and were subsequently included
in the consultation process.
The reviewer travelled to Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne to facilitate the
face-to-face consultation meetings. Some stakeholders were unable to meet with the
reviewer. Phone conference calls were arranged for these stakeholders.
The reviewer consulted a range of information sources during the course of the review.
Information on recent market conditions prepared by ABARES and Meat and Livestock
Australia (MLA) were reviewed. The 2005 report on administrative arrangements for the
EU HQB quota was reviewed. The TRQ management arrangements for other livestock
products were reviewed. Briefings on specific issues were obtained from the DAFF
Quota Administration Unit.
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Principles of TRQ management

The EU HQB quota was established through market access negotiations to provide trade
opportunities in a highly protected market. There are ‘quota rents’ associated with the
access which is the extra income earned on beef sales under the TRQ. They exist because
of the higher prices in the EU in comparison to prices received for the same product in
other markets. The quota rents mostly flow to Australia because the EU passed the TRQ
management rights to Australia.
HQB access rights provide monetary benefits for the beef industry and their associated
regional communities. The aim of TRQ administration is to maximise the commercial
return (i.e. quota rents) on product traded through the quota. It is not intended to be a
mechanism for creating a property right and to encourage trading in quota rights.
TRQ management should be consistent with accepted public policy principles that guide the
development of the Australian economy. This requires the access to be used by commercial
entities with an incentive to maximise quota utilisation and the associated quota rents. Over
the course of a year the strength of this incentive will vary with changes in market conditions
and the application of quota administration rules.

The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) has developed a set of principles for
good regulatory practice. It provides guidance on the economic efficiency of regulations.
The COAG principles for developing regulatory arrangements include:






minimising the restrictive effect on competition;
predictability of clearly defined outcomes;
not act as a restriction on international trade;
flexibility to ensure the regulations adapt to changing circumstances; and
standardise the exercise of bureaucratic discretion.

Quota management principles for the review
The COAG principles on good regulatory practice were used to define a set of principles
to guide the review. The provide a reference point for assessing the effectiveness and
efficiency of the TRQ administration. They also provide a basis for identifying changes
that could improve the management system.
Principle 1: Optimise the commercial value and use of the TRQ
Optimising the value of the HQB quota is related to considerations of the TRQ fill rate
and the rents from using the access. TRQ administration should not seek to promote full
use of the quota access if it is contrary to market signals and could reduce the value of
Australian beef exports. Quota use should be based on commercial considerations.
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Management arrangements should not encourage exports at discounted prices in order
to enhance future allocations. At the same time they should not constrain opportunities
for using the quota access:



future opportunities to negotiate increased access to the EU beef market will be
influenced by historical fill rates for the HQB quota;
but maximising the fill rate should not be achieved at the expense of earning
higher returns from sales in other markets.

The value of the quota rent on HQB sales is a critical factor in optimising the economic
value of the access. The size of the rent is reduced by the in-quota tariff. It can also be
dissipated by unnecessary costs and strategic behaviour by exporters. Compliance costs
to meet access conditions, DAFF quota administration costs and sub-optimal use of the
access by exporters are other factors that can reduce the value of quota rents.
A loss of value in the quota rent reduces the monetary benefit for producers, exporters
and the regional communities where they operate. It is important to minimise these costs
in order to optimise the economic value of the access.
At particular times quota management arrangements can affect the bargaining position of
exporters. EU importers will capture more of the rent if an Australian exporter is inclined
to accept discounted prices. This situation may arise near the end of the quota year as EU
importers are aware of the closing date for quota usage. It can be exacerbated if exporters
engage in strategic behaviour to influence future quota allocations.
TRQ management arrangements can distort commercial behaviour. Optimal economic
outcomes are more likely to be achieved if commercial decisions focus on maximising
returns across all export markets rather than:





speculative sales in a market with expectations of windfall gains from quota rents;
strategic trading in access rights encouraged by TRQ management rules;
engaging in speculative hoarding of quota; and
establishing business arrangements to enhance quota trading opportunities.

Principal 2: Minimise regulatory intervention
The TRQ will be effectively and efficiently utilised when market forces operate to the
greatest extent possible. It requires minimal regulatory intervention. This principle is
related to considerations about the need for an allocation process. It can be contrasted
with a ‘first-come-first-served’ (FCFS) system with access used as required.
The views of the importing country have to be considered in applying this principle – the
EU may not accept an unmanaged FCFS system. Other considerations include the size of
quota, changes in market conditions during the quota year and the capacity for individual
exporters to manipulate quota usage.
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When an unallocated TRQ is expected to be filled it creates an incentive for strategic
behaviour which accelerates quota usage. If the TRQ is small this creates commercial
uncertainties for exporters trying to service their established customers. The distortion
effect on decision making can be detrimental to the effective use of the quota.
The HQB quota is small. It should be allocated if the demand for access exceeds the total
quota. This will optimise the commercial value of the TRQ. If an FCFS scheme was in
place there may be an incentive for price discounting to maximise quota utilisation.
There may be situations where the initial demand for access is limited and expected usage
is uncertain. An assessment of the need for quota management needs to consider the costs
and benefits for stakeholders. If an allocation scheme is applied the regulated approach
may not optimise the value of the quota because of:




unnecessary administration costs;
possible distortions from discounted sales to maintain future allocations, and
unnecessary constraints on commercial market development.

If these circumstances could potentially arise there needs to be some flexibility in quota
management to facilitate maximum quota usage. It requires provision for re-claiming
unused quota and switching to a less regulated management system.
Principle 3: Consistent, transparent and efficient administration
A TRQ administration system should be efficient, transparent and aim for consistency in
applying management rules. This principle is related to considerations of administration
costs and clarity in quota management for business planning purposes.
Complex TRQ management systems can lead to higher administration costs which are
passed on to industry through cost recovery charges. Simple, definitive management
rules improves compliance and administration efficiency. Transparency is important for
stakeholder acceptance of the system and effective public policy outcomes.
Consistency in applying quota management rules is important for the integrity of the
system. As far as possible the use of subjective assessments and arbitrary determinations
should be avoided. More generally, consistency in TRQ management for different types
of products will improve public policy outcomes and administration efficiency.
Principle 4: Minimise barriers to exporting
Quota management should aim to minimise the barriers to market participation. This
principle relates to considerations about the design of quota rules and conditions that can
affect the cost of market entry. The commercial value of the TRQ will be enhanced if
there is a competitive and innovative group of exporters focused on market development
in the EU.
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TRQ rules should discourage commercial behaviour that undermines the value of the
access. But they should not unduly restrict the opportunities for market participation.
Rules that may influence the capacity of exporters to use the HQB quota include:






eligibility criteria for TRQ participation and provisions for new entrants;
allocation formula and minimum allocations;
definitions of performance for allocation decisions;
the tradability of quota allocations; and
the process and timing for reclaiming and distributing unused quota;

No exporter has a permanent right to a specified share of the HQB access. Effective and
efficient use of a managed TRQ requires an initial allocation process to facilitate business
planning. Quota holders retain the access rights for a specified period. At an appropriate
time unused access rights should be returned to facilitate quota usage before the end of
the quota year.
Quota re-claim provisions are critical for optimising the value of the HQB quota. It
reduces barriers to trade and EU market development. If it is an effective process it will
prevent ‘quota hoarding’ and reduce the prospects for sub-optimal pricing behaviour.
Tradability of access rights is important for optimising the commercial value of the quota.
Access rights should be free to move to the businesses that can maximise the value of the
quota. During the quota year it is more efficient for transfers to be determined by market
forces – formal administration imposes unnecessary costs.
However, TRQ management should not encourage trading in access rights for financial
gain. There needs to be adequate protection to discourage this behaviour. Quota trading
can dissipate the value of quota rents and reduce the benefits for exporters engaged in EU
market development.
Principle 5: Consideration of commercial arrangements
TRQ management arrangements need to consider existing commercial relationships and
past investments in developing a capacity for market participation. This is important if
administrative changes are being considered. It is important to recognise past efforts to
establish, maintain and grow a profitable market presence:



EU access requirements involves accreditation for producers and processors;
there are investment and maintenance costs associated with gaining and
maintaining EU accreditation.

TRQ management should aim to reward exporters that are actively engaged in EU market
development. Commercial relationships and market conditions can change. But these
businesses are more likely to engage in market behaviour that optimises the value of the
quota. Speculative, ad hoc trading will diminish the value of the quota rents.
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New entrants should be given an opportunity to develop a market presence. But NEs
should not be unduly favoured over established operators. Similarly, small operators
should not be unduly favoured at the expense of large quota holders.
There is no reason to assume NEs or small operators will be any better or worse than
established or large operators in maximising the value of the HQB quota. The risk of
failure or loss of value of the quota rents may be higher for NEs and small operators. But
this is not a sufficient reason for limiting the opportunities for these operators:


an appropriate balance is required between rewarding sustainable performance
and providing an opportunity for new commercial relationships to develop.

Principle 6: Reward for market development
The HQB access is a small quota for specialised, high valued product. To optimise the
value of the access the TRQ management should reward market development. Active
market participants with commercial strategies to develop customer relationships are
more likely to maximise the value of the quota rents.
Allocations based on reward for performance should apply universally to exporters of all
sizes across different quota components. It facilitates business planning and EU market
development. Provided adequate provision is made for new entrants, it is an appropriate
and equitable way to allocate the access:



as far as possible the concept of reward for market performance over a period of
time should be used as the basis for all quota allocation decisions;
even distributions of fixed amounts of quota does not reward performance and it
can lead to fluctuations in annual allocations which may be detrimental to market
development efforts.
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Utilisation of the EU HQB tariff-quota

The HQB trade under the quota is characterised by high value cuts and, in some cases,
branded product. The trade is mostly composed of chilled beef for retail outlets and the
food service trade. Sea freight is the common method of shipment. There is a six week
shipping lag which limits the shelf life of the landed product.
The EU imposes particular production specifications for the HQB quota and there are
accreditation requirements for Australian producers and processors. There are costs
associated with accreditation and limits on the supply of EU eligible cattle that meet the
HQB specifications. Participation in the HQB quota trade is challenging. It requires a
sustained commitment to meet the access requirements.

History of beef quota access to the EU
The HQB quota was established in 1968 as a concession for the introduction of EU beef
support policies. The access was split between historical exporters to the EU and quota
management rights were given to exporting countries. An ad valorem import duty of 20%
is imposed on HQB quota shipments. Australia has a fixed portion of the HQB quota and
the TRQ is administered by the Australian Government.
Two other quotas were established at the same time – the GATT Frozen Boneless Beef
quota and the Frozen Beef for Processing quota. Management rights for both quotas were
retained by the EU. Australia has no quota management role and access is allocated to
importers by the EU. These quotas are restricted to frozen product and have a 20% inquota tariff. Australian exporters compete with other supplying countries such as Brazil
and Argentina for the use of this access.
The HQB quota operates on a financial year basis. It was a fixed amount of 7,000 tonnes
until 2006-07 when it was increased to 7,150 tonnes – there was a transition year in 200506 when the quota was set at 7,075 tonnes. HQB trade outside the quota is limited. In
general, out-of-quota duties make it prohibitive for Australian exporters to supply beef to
the EU market outside of the concessionary access arrangements.
In August 2009 the EU established a new global import quota for grain fed beef. Quota
management rights have been retained by the EU. Australia became one of the designated
supplier countries in January 2010. The quota operates on a financial year basis and there
is no in-quota tariff:



global access is currently fixed at 20,000 tonnes – the quota is likely to expand if
the Doha WTO trade negotiations are completed;
Australian sales of 262 tonnes in 2009-10 and 3,874 tonnes in 2010-11 have been
achieved under this quota.
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Major destinations for Australian beef exports to the EU #
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011 *

tonnes

Belgium

196

Denmark

199

127

272

99

354

0

0

1 707

2 464

1 956

924

France

32

48

65

291

41

0

Germany

100

111

1 107

1 191

460

297

Italy

46

218

803

1 826

1 409

2 045

Netherlands

60

685

1 899

844

1 230

1 314

Spain

0

0

15

95

31

68

Sweden

4

75

57

57

0

0

United Kingdom

4 895

5 021

4 679

5 339

3 982

4 376

Other destinations

1 480

1 614

31

376

0

19

Total exports

6 813

7 970

10 491

12 756

9 210

9 397

#

Year ended June 30.

Source: DAFF private comm.

Australia has a significant beef trade with the EU under the assortment of concessionary
access arrangements (table 2). The trade is dominated by shipments to the UK. But in
recent times there has been growth in shipments to the Netherlands, Italy and Denmark.
HQB quota shipments account for sizeable portion of the trade and the access is highly
valued be Australian exporters.

HQB quota requirements
The EU specification for beef supplied by Australia under the HQB quota is set out in EU
Commission Regulations. It allows access for bone-in or boneless cuts of fresh, chilled or
frozen beef obtained from cattle which:




do not have more than four permanent incisor teeth;
weigh no more than 327 kilograms (dressed weight); and
have a compact carcass appearance with a good eye of meat, light and uniform
colour and with adequate but not excessive fat cover.

In 2006 the EU agreed to changes in the specification of HQB. The specifications were
aligned with AUS-MEAT carcass classifications with references to beef colour, fat colour
and fat depth. Veal is excluded from the specification.
Australian exporters must have an in-house carcass assessment program to ensure
compliance with HQB specifications. The beef must come from cattle raised on
properties where all cattle are individually identified and proven to be HGP free.
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The HQB quota has been largely composed of grass-fed beef. It is possible for grain-fed
beef to be shipped under the HQB quota. Additional specifications have to be met if the
product is to be marketed as grain fed beef. There have been very few shipments of grain
fed product under the HQB quota since the new global quota for grain fed beef was
established.
The quota for high quality grain fed beef (HQGFB) has product specifications similar to
the HQB quota. It allows access for bone-in or boneless cuts of fresh, chilled or frozen
beef obtained from cattle which:




are less than 30 months of age;
fed a diet for the last 100 days before slaughter of more than 62% concentrates
and/or feed grain co-products that meet a specified energy content; and
have an average daily feeding rate (dry matter basis) of not less than 1.4% of live
body weight.

The close alignment of product specifications has created a new source of demand for EU
accredited cattle that yield high quality beef. The purchase of feeder stock for HQGFB
quota sales reduces the supply of cattle for HQB quota sales. The pool of eligible cattle is
limited and the supply of finished grass fed cattle for the HQB quota is seasonal. This
may have implications for future utilisation of the HQB quota.
Increased competition for EU accredited stock strengthens the flow through effects of
the quota rents on cattle prices. Financial gains from quota sales flow back to producers
when there is strong competition for stock. The emergence of Coles as a buyer for HGP
free cattle has added to the competitive pressures for EU accredited cattle.
The HQB quota is likely to remain a largely grass fed trade for the foreseeable future. In
the short term it may be more challenging for exporters to secure the stock they need to
fully utilise their allocations. A larger portion of the quota may be un-used when the ‘useit-or-lose-it’ provisions are activated. This may affect the TRQ fill rate:



an effective mechanism for re-claiming and re-distributing unused HQB quota at
an appropriate time is essential;
it is important the HQB quota allocation mechanism does not favour gain-fed
operators at the expense of operators that focus on grass fed sales – it is the main
concessionary access point for grass fed HQB.

Despite the increased competition for EU eligible cattle the underlying demand for HQB
access has remained strong. Sizeable quota rents are still achievable because of the price
differential between the EU and Australian beef markets. This situation is expected to
continue over the medium term. There is no indication of a supply constraint in eligible
cattle and a producer supply response will occur if a constraint were to emerge:
 ABARES and MLA beef market projections support this perspective.
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The cost of EU accreditation for cattle properties is a possible constraint on growth in the
supply of cattle. The EU Cattle Accreditation Scheme (EUCAS) was developed to meet
EU cattle sourcing rules. It establishes proof of identification and traceability to verify the
HGP status. But the cost can be a deterrent to maintaining accreditation.
This issue has been less of a concern since the National Livestock Identification Scheme
(NLIS) was established in 2005. Most properties need to meet NLIS requirements and the
disincentive to invest in EU accreditation has been reduced. HGP free cattle are also in
demand for other markets – Coles has moved to promoting HGP-free beef.
EUCAS and other quota access requirements add downstream costs in processing and
transport. Processing plants have to meet EU accreditation requirements. Companies have
made investments to gain accreditation and there are costs in maintaining accreditation.
Steel cattle pens and electronic tag readers are required and carcass weights have to be
verified by an AQIS inspector.
A further element of processing cattle for the EU HQB market is that boning rooms have
to be cleaned and cleared of meat processed for other markets. This adds further costs to
the preparation of a HQB shipment for the EU market. The collective effect of meeting
the EU requirements is the per unit cost of processing an animal is higher:
 recognition of the accreditation costs and higher processing costs is an important
consideration for HQB quota eligibility and allocations.

Quota usage and management rules
Exporters aim to maximise the value of TRQ shipments because of the cost of meeting
the access conditions. Per unit processing costs are lower for heavier stock and higher
quality cuts generate higher rents. Chilled beef generates higher rents than frozen beef.
EU importers supplying retail outlets prefer product with these characteristics.
For these reasons the quota trade has focused on chilled high valued primal cuts. Full and
half carcasses can be shipped under the TRQ but there is no commercial incentive for this
type of trade. Much of the trade is in a limited range of high valued cuts – cube rolls, strip
loins, outsides, insides, knuckles, tenderloins and rumps are common. The nature of the
trade means a sizeable portion of the EU accredited carcass is sold in other markets:
 the remainder of the carcase is lower valued forequarter cuts – finding profitable
markets for this residual HQB product can be challenging;
 some of this product may be sold in the EU market through the other quota access
arrangements if it is commercially viable.
TRQ fill rates have varied over the past 10 years due to commercial factors and quota
management rules. Quota administration were altered in 2006-07. This affected TRQ
allocations, quota utilisation and company efforts to optimise the value of the access.
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EU HQB quota performance #
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011 *

HQB quota

tonnes

7 075

7 150

7 150

7 150

7 150

7 150

Quota approvals

tonnes

6 344

7 149

7 121

7 142

7 133

6 523

Quota shipments

tonnes

6 331

7 149

7 149

7 139

7 133

6 513

%

89.5

100.0

100.0

99.9

99.8

91.1

- fill rate
Unused quota

tonnes

744

1

1

11

17

637

Non-quota exports **

tonnes

62

45

0

688

1 203

787

Grain-fed quota exports ***

tonnes

..

..

..

..

262

3 874

Other beef exports

tonnes

421

777

3 342

4 928

612

..

Total exports

tonnes

6 813

7 970

10 491

12 756

9 210

..

92.9

89.7

68.1

56.0

77.5

..

- HQB quota contribution **** %
#

Year ended June 30.

Source: DAFF private comm.

* Provisional data for period up to the end of June 2011.
** Includes out-of-quota HQB shipments and shipments under EU global quotas - used to determine
performance in HQB quota allocations. Excludes grain fed exports under the EU global quota.
*** Grain fed exports under the EU global quota commenced in January 2010.
**** Contribution of HQB quota shipments in total beef exports to the EU as recorded by the ABS.
Since 2007 there have been 27 member states in the EU - in 2006 there were 26 member states.

The TRQ was filled in 2000-01 but was under-filled in the following three years by 13%,
20% and 14% respectively. In 2004/05 the TRQ was marginally short of filling and in
2005-06 the quota was under filled by 744 tonnes – about 10%. The degree of under fill
is surprising given the favourable price differentials that typically exist.
In the period since the TRQ management arrangements were changed the fill rate has
improved (table 3). The quota has been essentially filled until the most recent year. The
year–to-date shipment results are showing under-fill of around 9% in 2010-11.
For the past five years the TRQ has remained an allocated quota. A number of changes
were made to quota administration after an independent review in 2005-06. Key features
of the current system for allocating SQ are:





allocations are based on exports of HQB product to the EU in the previous year;
HQB product is defined as TRQ shipments, out-of-quota HQB sales and HQB
exports under the EU global quotas – it excludes shipments under the recently
established EU global quota for grain fed beef;
a minimum allocation of 1 tonne – previously there was a 12 tonne minimum
which is equivalent to a standard sized sea freight container;
allocations are calculated to the nearest kilogram – allocations of less than 1 tonne
are excluded; and
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eligibility is open to any exporters with HQB quota shipments – previously
allocations were limited to owners of EU accredited processing plant.

Eligibility for SQ allocations is an important issue. Under the previous arrangements
owners of cattle with no processing capacity were ineligible. Producers were unable to
enter the market in their own name through the use of contract processing and marketing
services. The revised eligibility criteria removed that restriction.
A further consideration is the eligibility of non-packer exporters (NPEs). These operators
(i.e. meat traders or consignment sellers) do not own livestock or carcasses – they trade in
boxed beef. Under current arrangements NPEs are eligible for SQ allocations as long as
they have shipped HQB quota product under their own name.
The business model of most NPEs is cost minimised commodity trading which is not
compatible with selling chilled HQB with a restricted shelf-life. They do not engage in
market development and tend to be weak sellers as pricing reflects the need for turnover.
Opportunistic, ad hoc sales are characteristic of their trading activities. The NPEs play an
important role in the beef industry but this approach is not appropriate for maximising the
value of the HQB quota access:




the HQB access should be used for chilled high quality cuts;
shipping frozen lower quality cuts would reduce the value of the access;
quota rents that flow back to beef producers will be higher when export sales are
directed to importers servicing end-users requiring high quality cuts.

However, some NPEs specialise in providing integrated marketing services for producers
and processors that have no capacity to engage in export market development. They have
established business relationships with customers needing high quality beef. These NPEs
have an incentive to maximise returns on quota sales and invest in market development.
This business model is consistent with optimising the value of the HQB access:



a number of NPEs participate in the HQB trade under negotiated arrangements
with owners of meat and/or cattle;
the quota shipments involve a combination of exports in their own name and
exports in the name of another quota holder.

The participation of NPEs in the HQB quota is not dependant on an SQ allocation. Under
the current eligibility criteria any NPE can potentially participate. It includes those with a
business model that is not consistent with maximising the value of the access. There is no
assessment of quota usage by NPEs to confirm it is being used appropriately.
Current arrangements have increased the prospects that some allocations are inconsistent
with the principle of optimising the value of the TRQ. Distinguishing between different
types of NPEs for quota allocation purposes is difficult. But the current approach is too
lenient and is not compatible with a key principle of quota management.
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There is an elevated risk of dissipating the value of the HQB quota access because of the
potential widespread participation of NPEs – both producers and meat traders. A revised
more definitive approach to eligibility for quota allocations would be appropriate. It is
worth noting New Zealand’s eligibility criteria for HQB quota allocations:



NZ exporters must be the owner of HQB product at the time of slaughter (i.e.
when the carcass is weighed);
this criteria allows for contract killing/boning of carcasses but it excludes NPEs
that are trading in boxed beef.

Distribution of NSQ is more complicated. NSQ was originally established as a set aside
to help NEs get a start in the HQB trade. But it primarily acts as a quota ‘top-up’ facility
for small operators. Key features of the current NSQ allocation system are:







a set aside of 500 tonnes with allocations based on an equal share of the set aside
up to a maximum of 149 tonnes – previously the set aside was 400 tonnes;
a minimum allocation of 1 tonne;
allocations are calculated to the nearest kilogram;
access to NSQ is restricted to 5 years unless a cumulative maximum of 150 tonnes
of NSQ or an annual allocation of SQ and NSQ of 150 tonnes is reached first –
previously access was limited to 1 year and a maximum allocation of 144 tonnes;
a new entrant is implicitly defined as an exporter without an SQ allocation;
eligibility for NSQ is also open to exporters with an SQ allocation of less than
150 tonnes – previously eligibility was restricted to licensed exporters that owned
an EU accredited processing plant with no EU export performance.

In effect there is no eligibility restriction on accessing the NSQ set aside. Exporters with
no SQ allocation (i.e. new entrants) can access the set aside. Exporters with small SQ
allocations can also receive NSQ for a limited period. There is no performance rule for
NSQ allocations and no preference is given to a ‘pure’ new entrant:



distributions based on an equal share can lead to fluctuations in annual NSQ
allocations – it all depends on the number of eligible applicants;
it makes commercial planning difficult for exporters receiving NSQ.

The previous eligibility rules were considered to be a barrier to trade. Lack of ownership
of an accredited processing plant prevented exporters with small SQ allocations from
accessing the set aside. A rule that limited access to un-used allocations to current quota
holders was a further restriction. The revised eligibility rules removed these restrictions.
Under the previous rules NPEs were excluded from quota allocations unless they had
purchased quota access from a quota holder. Relaxation of the NSQ eligibility criteria
opened up the potential for any licensed exporter to participate in the HQB quota trade.
Currently EU accredited cattle producers, meat packers operating through EU accredited
service works and NPEs can all participate in NSQ allocations.
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A different set of rules apply for managing un-used TRQ allocations near the end of the
quota year. Key features of the current system for quota re-distributions are:










quota allocations can be voluntarily returned to DAFF at any time;
compulsory re-claim of unused quota in early March unless the exporter provides
evidence the quota will be used before the end of the year;
quota holder advice on intended use is required by mid-February;
evidence of intended use is not clearly specified – DAFF assessment is subjective
and may be open to manipulation by quota holders;
no penalties on retained quota that remains unused – there is a disincentive for
quota returns as it gives competitors a chance to improve their next SQ allocation;
no eligibility restrictions on applying for un-used quota – previously distributions
of re-claimed quota were restricted to current quota holders;
un-used quota is distributed on an FCFS basis – applicants specify an amount and
the available access is distributed in order of request;
DAFF releases FCFS quota upon requests for HQB export approvals; and
no administration fees are levied on FCFS distributions of un-used quota – a per
unit fee is charged on all SQ and NSQ allocations but there is no application fee
for a quota allocation.

The FCFS distribution mechanism provides another entry point for NEs without affecting
their NSQ eligibility. It’s also an opportunity for quota holders to build performance. But
a lack of penalties for the non-use of FCFS distributions can encourage applications for
export approval regardless of the certainty of the trade opportunity. This can lead to unused access at the end of the quota year.
Individual quota recipients are not especially concerned about the overall TRQ fill rate.
They are focused on their export performance relative to their competitors. There are no
negative consequences for non-use of quota and there’s a disincentive for voluntary
returns if a quota holder considers it will affect subsequent allocations.

HQB quota allocations
Changes in quota administration have led to an increase in the number of participants in
the HQB trade (table 4). There are currently 35 SQ holders compared with 12 in 2005-06.
Most of the increase has been in companies without processing facilities.
NSQ allocations increased to 23 in 2009-10 and the larger number of applicants reduced
the size of the allocations. The number of NEs peaked at 11 in 2008-09 and then declined
to just 2 companies in 2010-11. Currently about half of the SQ holders are accessing the
NSQ set aside and it is largely being used as a quota ‘top-up’ for small operators:


there is no performance aspect to NSQ allocations and those with declining or ad
hoc sales receive the same allocation as those who with growing sales.
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HQB quota allocations #
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

HQB quota

tonnes

7 075

7 150

7 150

7 150

7 150

7 150

- companies allocated quota

no.

12

18

23

30

37

37

- processors *

no.

10

9

9

9

10

13

- other b usinesses **

no.

2

9

14

21

27

24

Standard quota

tonnes

7 075

6 650

6 650

6 650

6 650

6 650

- SQ holders

no.

12

13

16

19

28

35

- SQ holders with NSQ

no.

..

0

5

8

14

17

- SQ < 36 tonnes

no.

1

3

3

4

12

20

Non-standard quota

tonnes

0

500

500

500

500

500

- NSQ holders

no.

..

6

12

19

23

19

- NSQ holders with no SQ

no.

..

5

7

11

9

2

- NSQ distrib ution

tonnes

..

83

42

26

22

26

- quota < 100 tonnes

no.

4

9

13

21

26

27

- quota < 48 tonnes

no.

1

3

8

14

19

19

- quota < 36 tonnes

no.

1

2

1

12

14

12

- quota < 24 tonnes

no.

1

2

1

1

13

8

- quota < 12 tonnes

no.

0

2

1

0

2

2

Allocations to small operators

# Year ended June 30.
Source: DAFF private comm.
* Companies with processing plant & packing facilities
** Includes cattle producers doing service kill to market their stock, beef marketing businesses & consignment sellers

In 2010-11 almost three quarters of the TRQ participants had a total allocation of less
than 100 tonnes. Container volumes are a useful way to highlight the scale of allocations
and EU market participation by small operators. About a third of quota holders have less
than 36 tonnes – equivalent to 3 standard sea freight containers. This is a reasonable
reference point that demonstrates the large number of small operators:
 in part it reflects the lack of restrictions on NSQ eligibility – the more applicants
the smaller the NSQ allocation.
The constraint on HQB quota usage is that opportunities for allocation growth are limited
by the size of the quota. NEs reduce the size of allocations for small operators who have
access to the NSQ set aside. Small operators excluded from the NSQ pool have to rely on
other ways to increase their allocations. Quota purchases, FCFS distributions of un-used
access and out-of-quota export sales are the only way to do this.
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Most small operators are likely to remain small exporters over the medium term even if
they achieve some performance growth. There is no case for favouring a small operator
(e.g. an exporter with less than 36 tonnes of access) at the expense of other operators in
the allocation process. But it is important to limit distortions in allocations that can arise
from strategic behaviour and quota management rules:




SQ allocations based on performance in the previous year heightens the incentive
for strategic behaviour that can reduce the overall value of the TRQ;
NSQ allocations based on an even share of the pool does not adequately reward
the performance of the eligible small operators;
it is the primary source of fluctuations in quota allocations for small operators.

Export performance over time is the most appropriate way to allocate access at the start
of a quota year. Exporters with an expanding market presence should be rewarded over
exporters with a declining market presence. The allocation mechanism should incorporate
a time dimension. A moving average of HQB exports would be preferable and as far as
possible this principle should be universally applied.
A further constraint on performance growth for small operators is quota hoarding. The
tendency to ‘sit’ on quota for strategic purposes is the primary cause of TRQ under fill
when market conditions indicate the trade is profitable. The return and distribution of unused quota is a key element of effective TRQ management. It needs to occur with enough
time for other exporters to take advantage of the un-used access.
Re-distribution of un-used quota access should be a rapid process. It needs to discourage
quota hoarding and be confined to genuine market sales. There is an economic loss if unused access is re-distributed to exporters that have:




insufficient supply capability;
exited or a declining interest in the market the market; or
speculated on ad hoc sales to enhance their future performance.

Some companies are not fully utilising their initial allocations (table 4). It suggests a lot
of quota movement after allocations are made. This is not surprising as most companies
will take what they are offered and then look for cattle supplies to make use of the quota.
In some years there have been instances of no shipments under an NSQ allocation to a
new entrant:
 25 companies shipped less than their allocation in 2009-10 and 11 companies
shipped more than their allocation.
Under-utilisation of allocations may be due to difficulties in securing cattle supplies. A
further cause may be the difficulties of dealing with residual allocation quantities. Small
residual amounts of access do not neatly fit into a standard container. Managing this issue
may be challenging for small operators.
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Utilisation of HQB quota allocations #
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011 *

37

37

Companies allocated quota

no.

12

18

23

30

- shipped allocation

no.

0

0

0

3

1

2

- shipped > allocation **

no.

2

5

6

8

11

4

- shipped < allocation

no.

10

13

17

19

25

31

- shortfall of < 1 tonne

no.

0

2

1

2

2

1

No shipments

no.

1

4

4

3

3

11

Company under performance ***
- quantity allocated

tonnes

63

270

215

89

111

254

Shipping < 1 tonne

no.

0

0

5

0

0

13

- quantity allocated

tonnes

..

..

256

..

..

369

Shipping < 33% of allocation

no.

- quantity allocated

tonnes

3

5

8

4

8

19

655

353

499

115

466

859

# Year ended June 30.
Source: DAFF private comm.
* Provisional data based on year to date for period ending 21/6/11.
** In 2006-07 and 2007-08 one company shipped product but had no initial quota allocation.
*** Companies that shipped < their initial allocations of SQ or NSQ.

Large operators with an established customer base and a regular shipping program have a
greater capacity to handle residual quantities. They may have more opportunities to mix
the content of containers. Commercially there are ways of managing this issue as long as
the requirements of EU importers align with the quantities involved:



quota re-claim provisions that encourage returns of residual quantities to facilitate
FCFS distributions in container sized lots may be worth consideration;
however, commercial strategies and negotiated arrangements among exporters
appear to be managing this issue.

In 2010-11 provisional performance data shows 11 companies made no shipments against
their allocations. In previous years 3 to 4 companies made no shipments. The amount of
access involved was significant (table 5). These allocations were locked-up until the reclaim provisions were initiated and even then the quota may not have been returned.
This is an unavoidable outcome of the current quota allocation process. Market access
conditions and the sourcing of cattle to meet EU demands for chilled HQB cuts can be
difficult at times. Effective re-claim provisions are important and some form of penalty
may be appropriate to minimise business strategies to reserve quota.
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Management of the NSQ set aside
There are some unintended consequences arising from management of the NSQ set aside.
When combined with the SQ allocation process, NSQ distributions generate inequities in
the treatment of small operators. It can lead to fluctuations in total annual allocations that
are inconsistent with the principle of reward for performance. Allocation outcomes are
not especially transparent and management of the NSQ set aside is not consistent with
principles 1, 5 and 6.
Some aspects of the NSQ management provisions are inappropriate. The number of NSQ
applicants distorts the size of SQ allocations in the following year because they are based
on a performance criteria. In 2011-12 NSQ allocations for exporters inside the 150 tonne
maximum was 78 tonnes. In the previous three years allocations were around 25 tonnes:




SQ allocations that follow these low levels of NSQ are unambiguously lower – it
is the luck of when companies are participating in the NSQ pool;
the potential distortion and inequity is even greater in the year a small operator
graduates from the NSQ system;
companies graduating after a small NSQ allocation could be worse off than
companies still receiving NSQ – it depends on the number of NSQ applicants.

Some other unintended consequences can potentially arise. Companies eligible for NSQ
may experience a fall in their total annual allocation if there is a large rise in number of
NSQ applicants. This is disruptive for market development plans.
A further deficiency if the lack of reward for NSQ performance over time. Exporters that
do not use their full NSQ allocation receive the same NSQ in the following year as those
that fully use their allocation. This may encourage a more ad hoc approach to export sales
which can undermine the value of the HQB quota rent.
The 5 year eligibility period and lack of specific provisions for NEs can lead to anomalies
in NSQ allocations. A larger number of applicants will limit the initial trade opportunities
for NEs. The combined effect of the eligibility time limit and the ‘even share’ allocation
mechanism may be distorting in other ways:



if NSQ allocations are small over an extended period, exporters may not reach the
150 tonne maximum inside the 5 year eligibility period;
if NSQ allocations are large over a short period, exporters will graduate with a
more favourable SQ allocation position – they will be unintentionally favoured
over exporters receiving smaller NSQ allocations over an extended period.

There is no case for unduly favouring small operators over other exporters by granting a
non-performance based quota top-up. A preferable approach is to limit NSQ eligibility
and use performance in the allocation process. As much as possible all exporters should
be treated equally in using performance to share the total amount of access.
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A revised approach should remove the potential inequities that can arise between recent
NSQ graduates and exporters that remain accessing the NSQ pool. It is not appropriate
for a graduate with an expanding trade to receive a lower total allocation than an NSQ
eligible exporter with no performance growth. This would suggest an NSQ management
system that:



limits maximum NSQ allocations to an eligibility threshold; and
facilitates the distribution of un-allocated NSQ to other exporters that were
excluded from the set aside.
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Industry perspectives on TRQ management

To ensure the reviewer well informed about industry views on management of the TRQ a
public consultation process was conducted. DAFF advised all quota holders and other
interested parties of the commencement of the review in mid-May. This was done by the
usual means and included a notice on the relevant page of the DAFF web site. The review
terms of reference were circulated through these advisory notices.
MLA, the RMAC and AMIC were informed about the review and invited to participate.
DAFF sought the assistance of AMIC to encourage industry participation in the review.
The review began in the week beginning the 6th of June. Stakeholders were invited to
lodge written submissions – the closing date was the 17th of June.
Stakeholders were given an opportunity to schedule a face-to-face meeting or a phone
teleconference with the reviewer. The reviewer travelled to Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra
and Melbourne to facilitate the consultation meetings. The period for verbal submissions
closed on the 30th of June after an extension due to unforseen travel difficulties.
Initial interest in the Review was limited. A small number of commercial stakeholders
requested consultation meetings. To ensure there was adequate consultation, the reviewer
contacted various quota holders to confirm they did not wish to make a submission. Some
expressed an interest but were unable to meet with the reviewer. Teleconference calls
were arranged for these stakeholders.
In total 17 commercial operators were contacted. Discussions were held with 9 exporters
which included both small and large quota holders. AMIC and the RMAC participated in
separate consultation meetings – they did not provide a written submission.
A range of issues were raised in the consultations including:













the need for continued allocation of the TRQ;
eligibility conditions for participating in allocations;
effectiveness of the assessment process for NEs;
annual fluctuations in quota allocations, especially for small operators
participating in the NSQ allocation;
minimum allocations and the commercial viability of very small allocations;
quota transfer arrangements for NSQ;
the size of the set aside for NSQ;
participation of small operators in the NSQ set aside;
reasons for the likely quota under-fill in the current year (i.e. 2010-11);
the timing and effectiveness of re-claim provisions for un-used quota;
the lack of a deterrence for non-use of quota; and
perceived inappropriate business behaviour in the use of quota.
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Quota allocations
In general there was widespread support of the need for continued allocation of the TRQ.
The HQB access was considered to have significant value over other export markets
despite the cost of compliance with EU access conditions. There was a commonly held
view that quota rents will continue to exist in the future and the demand for quota access
will remain strong. The likely under-fill in 2010-11 was attributed to unusual supply
related issues in Australia and soft demand in Europe due to the GFC.
The new global quota for grain fed beef has provided another avenue for EU access but
interest in the HQB quota is expected to remain firm. Concerns were raised about the
implications of strategic trading behaviour if the TRQ was unallocated. Marketing plans
and meeting the requirements of EU customers is a critical issue. Certainty with initial
allocations was seen to be important for continuity in servicing customers.
The size of annual quota allocations – both SQ and NSQ – and year-to-year fluctuations
in the allocations were common issues raised by stakeholders. Some small and mid-sized
operators inquired about the fairness of allocations. Several operators felt the allocation
mechanism was difficult to understand and there was some confusion about how the
system operated:



exporters focus on the total allocation and some felt changes in their allocations
did not seem to be aligned with their performance;
eligibility for accessing the NSQ set aside is a source of confusion.

There was widespread acceptance that EU export performance was the most appropriate
basis for allocations. A commitment to market development in the use of quota access
was seen to be an essential condition for allocations. Speculative or ad hoc sales were
widely seen to be a poor way of maximising the value of the access.
The principle of reward for performance as the basis for quota management is widely
supported. Consequently several operators had concerns about the current NSQ allocation
mechanism. Issues were raised about the notion of NSQ top-ups for small operators and
the associated eligibility conditions.
There was broad support for shifting to a moving average of export performance for the
quota allocations. It was generally felt this would smooth business fluctuations and also
reward consistency in performance. The potential gain from strategic trading behaviour to
enhance future allocations would be diminished.
The issue of performance measurement was raised by some operators. There is a general
acceptance that EU trade is the appropriate criteria. It is also generally accepted that trade
in grain-fed beef under the new EU global quota should be excluded from performance
calculations. It was felt this could distort the TRQ allocations and potentially undermine
the value of the HQB quota which is mostly used for grass fed beef.
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Some operators raised questions about the inclusion of GATT global quota trade in the
performance calculations. One view was that some exporters used this trade to protect
future allocations. The alternative view was exporters were finding other ways to market
lower valued cuts from a carcass processed for the HQB quota trade. This was seen to be
important for supporting the prices paid for HQB cattle and enhancing returns on the
investment in EU plant accreditation.

The NSQ set aside
Management of the NSQ set aside was a major issue that emerged in the consultations.
Some exporters felt the 500 tonne set aside was too large. There was a view the system
was dissipating the value of the access by distributing small quantities to exporters with
little commitment to market development. This was considered to be encouraging ad hoc
trading that did not maximise the quota rent:


there were related equity issues raised about the provision for non-performance
based top-ups of NSQ over an extended period.

Some stakeholders thought the 500 tonne set aside amount was reasonable. But concerns
were raised about the variability in NSQ allocations. All quota holders wanted larger
allocations but recognised the limitation of the size of the quota.
A related issue raised by a number of stakeholders was the eligibility conditions for NEs.
There were concerns the requirement to demonstrate marketing intentions and effective
quota use were not operating as originally intended. Some stakeholders felt the eligibility
assessment process could be manipulated and participation in quota allocations was too
easily achieved.
Quota allocated to exporters with no realistic marketing plans tied up quota that could be
used by exporters committed to market development. Several stakeholders felt the TRQ
eligibility rules should be tightened and more effectively enforced. No proposals were
offered on how this could be achieved. But it was felt that allocations of small quantities
to NPEs was not conducive to optimising the value of the access.
Most stakeholders want effective eligibility rules to exclude meat traders that have no
commitment to market development. They should be distinguished from the NPEs that
specialise in marketing beef in the EU. They should also be distinguished from owners of
cattle operating through contract processing arrangements.

Quota re-claim provisions
There is a widespread view that quota re-claim provisions are not working effectively as
the process begins too late in the year. There was strong support for an earlier triggering
of quota recovery process. The commercial realities of sourcing cattle in the autumn,
shipping lags and the shelf life of chilled beef were cited as the reasons for change.
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Another issue raised by almost all exporters was quota hoarding. The lack of penalties for
delayed quota returns or un-used quota at the end of the year contributes to quota underfill and reduced quota rents in some conditions. There was a common view the use-it-orlose-it provisions were not as effective as they should be:



there was widespread support for the inclusion of penalties to strengthen the quota
recovery provisions;
there was a general view penalties should also apply to distributions of re-claimed
quota to deter strategic behaviour for protecting future allocations.

A number of different views were expressed on the distribution process for re-claimed
quota. Some operators felt there should be a performance based allocation and others felt
it should operate on an FCFS basis. The issue of eligibility was raised. Some exporters
suggested non-quota holders should be excluded from the distribution process. Others
were comfortable with allowing non-quota holders to be involved.

Other quota management issues
The issue of quota transfers was a common point of discussion. There was a widespread
view that NSQ should be non-tradeable. It is seen to be necessary to prevent speculative
trading in quota by new entrants. This perspective was reinforced by the perception that
eligibility for an NSQ allocation is easily obtained. Relaxing this rule would encourage
frivolous applications and speculative quota trading behaviour.
A related issue that emerged is the informal use of allocations by different commercial
entities. Some exporters are shipping product under the name of the owner of the quota
allocation. This implicit renting of allocations is negotiated as a commercial arrangement.
It has advantages for the shipper and the quota holder:


most stakeholders do not believe this activity is a cause for concern.

Some stakeholders raised the question of minimum quota allocations. But the commercial
difficulties in handling small amounts of quota was not considered to be a major problem.
Allocations based on a standard sea freight container of 12 tonnes would be ideal but
most exporters indicated they can mix and match container content if necessary.
It is generally accepted that the performance criteria should set the allocations – rounding
is not necessary. The prevailing view is that imposing judgements about the commercial
viability of a total allocation is unnecessary. However, some stakeholders were concerned
about total allocations that were less than a standard sized container. It was felt this was
commercially unviable and erodes the value of the TRQ:


some stakeholders expressed a view that a minimum allocation based on a
standard sized container of 12 tonnes would be preferable.
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Recommendations for TRQ management

Management arrangements for the HQB quota were examined using the principles set out
in chapter 2. They provided guidance for assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of the
arrangements. Recommended changes are presented in the context of the operational
aspects of the management system. Options considered for future management were:




ending quota allocations and switching to an FCFS system;
continuation of the current administration system; and
modifications to the current arrangements of quota allocation.

HQB quota management
The HQB quota is small and focused on high valued chilled product. There is unlikely to
be any growth in the quota over the medium term as the Doha WTO trade negotiations
are stalled. Any TRQ expansions that emerge from the talks will most likely follow the
non-discrimination principle. The prospects for country specific access growth would
seem negligible.
The size of the quota makes it vulnerable to strategic behaviour that can dilute the value
of the quota rents. Under an FCFS management system the anticipation of quota fill can
encourage commercial behaviour that accelerates quota fill. Some exporters may try to
maximise their use of the quota through price discounting.
HQB exports in 2010-11 suggests the quota may be under-filled by a small amount. Most
stakeholders felt the future demand for quota would remain strong. The likely under-fill
was considered to be an outcome of disruptions from the mid-year floods and the effects
of the GFC on demand in Europe. Quota management was also cited as a contributing
factor, especially in the areas of NSQ allocations and quota re-claim provisions.
There was very little support for shifting to an FCFS management system even if there is
some short term uncertainty about fill rates. Stakeholders were concerned about quota
manipulation. There was also a need for some certainty in the marketing plans of quota
holders with significant investments in EU accreditation.
In the immediate future exporter demand for HQB quota may be a little weaker. But the
access will continue to have significant value and there is a high probability the TRQ will
be filled or close to filled each year.
The demand for access could also strengthen if the WTO Doha trade negotiations move
forward. Market access proposals include reductions in TRQ tariff rates. This would raise
the value of the quota rents and increase exporter interest in the access. Therefore the EU
HQB access should remain an allocated quota in line with principles 1, 5 and 6.
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Recommendation 1: The EU HQB access remains an allocated quota.
A quota management system similar to current arrangements for US beef access is not an
effective way to optimise the value of the HQB access. An FCFS system with a safeguard
mechanism to trigger allocations would be destabilising for the trade – there would be a
high risk of strategic behaviour.
The option of maintaining the current arrangements does not satisfy the review TOR.
Several stakeholders raised concerns which related to the effectiveness and efficiency of
the arrangements. Some believe the system may constrain fill rates and reduce the value
of quota rents in certain circumstances. This would conflict with principle 1.
The review has identified some areas where the quota management system should be
modified. Allocation methods, access to NSQ, quota re-claim provisions and eligibility
criteria are areas where more appropriate rules are required. Changes are recommended
based on principles 1, 3, 4 and 6.
The effectiveness of quota re-claim provisions are critical. Exporters need sufficient time
to use re-claimed quota. Regulatory controls should be minimised in line with principles
2, 3 and 4. But an appropriate balance is required to ensure there is a sharing of trading
opportunities from the re-distribution and that strategic behaviour to improve future
performance is minimised.

Applications for TRQ access
As there is always the possibility of weak demand for quota at some point in the future it
is important the allocation management system has the flexibility to handle this situation.
The system needs to maximise the opportunities for quota use at the start of the year in
conjunction with an initial allocation process. This situation is unlikely to arise but quota
management should be modified to include a mechanism to handle such circumstances.
The aim of the allocation system is to distribute access to the active market participants.
Automatic allocations are not appropriate. It is not an effective or equitable way to use
the access. Allocations should not exceed business requirements as this will encourage
quota trading. It also increases the risk of under-fill from quota hoarding and erosion of
the value of the quota rents.
These principles are important and it requires a signal on quota requirements. This can be
achieved through a simple application process to provide an indicator of expected market
conditions and the demand for access. Failure to submit an application would indicate a
lack of interest in market participation.
Recommendation 2: An application process be introduced at the start of the quota year
to improve the effectiveness of the allocation process and support a
mechanism to handle situations of weak demand for quota.
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Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 2 are as follows:
Recommendation 2a: The application process require all applicants to specify an
amount of HQB access they plan to use – a ‘quota request’
specified in tonnes.
Recommendation 2b: A firm cut-off date is imposed on applications (e.g. 2-3
weeks) and non-response will mean exclusion from all
allocations for the coming year.
Recommendation 2c: The call for applications from existing quota holders occurs
simultaneously with a call for NE applications – eligibility
for allocations is determined by quota management rules.
Recommendation 2d: NEs are required to submit a specified set of information on
intended quota use to assess eligibility – the assessment
process is discussed below.
Recommendation 2e: A one-off application fee is levied on NEs to cover the cost
of assessment and to discourage frivolous applications.
Recommendation 2f: NEs that fail the eligibility test can re-apply – failure on the
second attempt will mean exclusion from the application
process for 3 years.
Recommendation 2g: Per unit quota fees apply to all SQ and NSQ allocations.
If possible applicants should be notified of initial allocation outcomes by the 1st of June
to facilitate business planning. Invoices for quota fees should be dispatched at the same
time. Applicants should be free to accept the offer or ask for a smaller allocation at this
point. To facilitate the allocation process additional sub-recommendations are:
Recommendation 2h: Non-payment of quota fees by a specified date will mean
automatic forfeit of an allocation and the exporter is
excluded from quota allocations for the year.
Recommendation 2i: Any unallocated quota from forfeits for non-payment of
fees will form part of a supplementary SQ distribution at
the end of July.

Allocation of SQ
The value of the HQB access will be maximised if quota is initially allocated to exporters
who will be active market participants. Exporters have different strategies and business
performance can fluctuate over time. Reward for performance is a key principle for the
SQ allocation mechanism and a time dimension is appropriate for this criteria.
Over time business engagement in the trade may be growing, declining or static. At the
same time allocations based on trade in the previous year makes the TRQ vulnerable to
strategic behaviour to enhance future allocations. A moving average would be a more
appropriate indicator of performance. As the TRQ value will be maximised if it is used
for HQB products the performance shares should be based on HQB exports to the EU.
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Using trade to non-EU markets in the performance criteria could distort quota allocations.
The access distributions could become skewed towards exporters that focus on non-HQB
trade at the expense of exporters investing in EU market development.
Recommendation 3: Performance for SQ allocations are based on a 3 year moving
average of HQB exports to the EU.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 3 are as follows:
Recommendation 3a: The moving average is calculated as final shipments for
years t-3 and t-2 plus year-to-date (ytd) shipments in t-1.
Recommendation 3b: Performance data is ‘locked’ for the duration of the quota
year and SQ allocation shares are determined as company
shipments divided by the sum of shipments by companies
who complete the application process.
Recommendation 3c: Performance shares are applied to the total amount of SQ to
determine initial SQ allocations.
Recommendation 3d: Allocations cannot exceed a ‘quota request’ and exporters
with an allocation of less than 1 tonne are eliminated.
A 3 year moving average of past performance will reward a growth trend and have the
opposite effect for a declining sales trend. Using ytd shipments for t-1 will have little
effect on shares as DAFF will use shipment records up to the end of May. There are very
few shipments in June because of shipping lags. It eliminates the need for a provisional
allocation at the start of the year and reduces administration costs.
Recommendation 4: If necessary a supplementary SQ allocation will be made at the end
of July to share the pool of any unallocated quota.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 4 are as follows:
Recommendation 4a: The pool of quota for supplementary SQ allocations will
include voluntary rejections of all or part of any allocation
offers – this situation could arise if the demand for quota is
weak or an allocation exceeds the capacity to supply.
Recommendation 4b: The pool of quota for supplementary SQ allocations will
include forfeits from non-payment of quota fees.
Recommendation 4c: The pool of quota for supplementary SQ allocations will
include residual access from the NSQ set aside after NSQ
allocations to eligible exporters.
Recommendation 4d: Supplementary allocations are limited to SQ holders that
were not eligible for NSQ and have not had their ‘quota
request’ satisfied.
Recommendation 4e: Supplementary allocations are determined by a 3 year
moving average of HQB export performance – allocation
shares will be calculated as company shipments divided by
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the sum of shipments by companies eligible for
supplementary SQ.
Recommendation 4f: Supplementary allocations will take account of individual
‘quota requests’ – the total SQ allocated cannot exceed a
‘quota request’.
Recommendation 4g: Non-payment of fees by a specified date will mean the
supplementary SQ allocation is forfeited.
The allocation mechanism will require the calculation of a new set of performance shares.
The calculations will be a subset of the performance shares calculated for the initial SQ
allocations. It will use the same export data but exclude performance by exporters eligible
for NSQ and exporters who have had their ‘quota request’ satisfied:


exporters should be notified of their supplementary SQ allocation as soon as
possible an invoices for quota fees should be dispatched at the same time.

At the end of this process it is possible that some HQB access remains unallocated. This
situation could arise if there are forfeits or voluntary rejections of supplementary SQ
allocation offers. It may also be the case that all ‘quota requests’ have been satisfied.
This would mean the TRQ is not fully allocated and yet there may be unsatisfied demand
for access. In the unlikely event this situation arises, a potential under-fill situation could
materialise. If possible the TRQ should be fully allocated at the start of the year. A final
distribution process that gives preferential treatment to quota holders is the appropriate
way to manage this situation.
Recommendation 5: A modified FCFS system is used to distribute any unallocated
quota that remains after the supplementary SQ allocation.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 5 are as follows:
Recommendation 5a: First preference for distributions of unallocated quota is
given to current SQ and NSQ holders including NEs.
Recommendation 5b: DAFF advise quota holders of the availability of quota
without specifying the amount and accept ‘quota requests’
for short period – a closing date for ‘quota requests’ of 1-2
weeks will be set.
Recommendation 5c: If the total requests by quota holders exceed the available
access, it is shared evenly.
Recommendation 5d: If the total requests are less than the available access, the
applicants receive their ‘quota request’.
Recommendation 5e: Residual quota is made available on an ‘as-needs’ FCFS
basis to any exporter that meets the EU market access
requirements – current quota holders can apply.
Recommendation 5f: FCFS requests are processed in the order they are received
and the pool of access remains available until the quota re-
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claim provisions are activated – DAFF will periodically
advise exporters of the availability of FCFS quota.
Recommendation 5g: Per unit quota fees apply to all distributions.
Recommendation 5h: Voluntary returns or forfeits of quota that subsequently
arise will be accumulated for distribution when the quota
re-claim provisions are activated.

Allocation of NSQ
There are some unintended anomalies in the way the NSQ allocation process operates.
They arise from requiring the set aside to be fully allocated on an even share basis. The
system is cumbersome. It can lead to fluctuating allocations that are disruptive to market
development. There is no reward for performance.
The intention of the set aside is to provide trade opportunities for NEs. But it is primarily
operating as a ‘top-up’ for small operators. This can crowd out the opportunities for NEs
in certain circumstances. Allocations depend on the number of applicants. It can lead to
small allocations and trade outcomes that diminish the value of the TRQ.
Small operators receiving NSQ should be rewarded for performance in line with principle
6. This is consistent with the approach used for SQ allocations. Some niche exporters are
shipping small volumes and their marketing efforts should be rewarded.
At the same time it is not appropriate to unduly favour small operators eligible for NSQ
at the expense of those who are ineligible. Economic returns from their trading activities
will not necessarily be any better or worse than other operators. Graduates from the NSQ
provisions will still be relatively small operators. Those close to the eligibility threshold
may be disadvantaged in the total allocations.
NEs should be given preference over small SQ holders in accessing the set aside. Support
for an NE to become established in the EU market may need to extend beyond the first
year of participation. For this reason it is appropriate for a recent NE to have a limited
opportunity for a top-up on their SQ allocation. An appropriate balance is required in
providing this opportunity.
The 500 tonne set aside is a relative large amount – 7% of the total quota. In other TRQ
management systems the NE set aside is much smaller. For example, Australia’s dairy
TRQs limit the set aside to 1-2% of the quota – it depends on the size of the TRQ. There
is no NE set aside for Australia’s EU sheep meat quota to the EU. In New Zealand the
EU HQB set aside is limited to 2% of the quota.
It could be argued the set aside is too big and should be reduced. Some stakeholders
would like the set aside to be reduced. The large set aside contributes to the anomalies
and inequities in allocations that may arise. The requirement to fully allocate the set aside
to eligible applicants is another contributing factor.
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The set aside is operating as quota within a quota. It should be defined as the maximum
amount of access available for NEs and SQ holders eligible for a top-up. For equity
reasons there should be a limit on NSQ allocations. The residual set aside should be
transferred to the SQ allocation process. This is an effective alternative to altering the
size of the set aside.
Recommendation 6: The 500 tonne NSQ set aside remains in place and the treatment of
NEs in accessing set aside is modified to provide a preferential
pathway to participation in the HQB quota trade.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 6 are as follows:
Recommendation 6a: NE eligibility for an NSQ allocation is defined as no HQB
allocations in any of the 3 years before the application and
satisfying a DAFF assessment of intended quota use.
Recommendation 6b: NEs deemed eligible for NSQ allocations can access the set
aside for a 3 year probation period – NEs are excluded
from SQ allocations during this period.
Recommendation 6c: NEs must apply for NSQ in each of the 3 probation years
and specify a ‘quota request’.
Recommendation 6d: NEs have preferential access to the set aside and receive a
minimum allocation of 12 tonnes in each of the 3 years
unless it exceeds their ‘quota request’.
Recommendation 6e: The remainder of the set aside is shared between exporters
eligible for NSQ with allocations determined by a 3 year
moving average of HQB export performance – NEs will
participate in this sharing process and receive extra NSQ on
top of the 12 tonne minimum allocation.
Recommendation 6f: ytd exports are used for the most recent performance year
and performance data is ‘locked’ for the duration of the
quota year – performance shares are determined as
company shipments divided by the sum of shipments by all
companies eligible for NSQ.
The treatment of SQ holders in accessing the NSQ set aside should be modified to correct
unintended consequences in the way the set aside is managed in conjunction with the SQ
allocation process.
Recommendation 7: Introduce a time limit and annual eligibility threshold for SQ
holders to access the set aside in conjunction with a maximum
NSQ allocation.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 7 are as follows:
Recommendation 7a: Eligibility for an NSQ allocation from the set aside for SQ
holders is an initial SQ allocation of less than 36 tonnes.
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Recommendation 7b: For SQ holders the maximum NSQ allocation is the
difference between the SQ allocation and the eligibility
threshold of 36 tonnes – SQ plus NSQ cannot exceed 36
tonnes and it cannot exceed a ‘quota request’.
Recommendation 7c: For NEs the maximum NSQ allocation (including the 12
minimum allocation) is 36 tonnes – the allocation cannot
exceed a ‘quota request’.
Recommendation 7d: NEs graduate to SQ allocations after 3 years if they pass a
DAFF assessment on quota use in the probation period.
Recommendation 7e: SQ holders (i.e. NE graduates) can access the set aside for
another 2 years if the meet the eligibility threshold.
Recommendation 7f: SQ holders (i.e. NE graduates) can access the set aside at
any time – access will lapse 2 years after the first time an
NSQ allocation is received (i.e. the NSQ allocations do not
have to occur in consecutive years).
Recommendation 7g: residual set aside is transferred to the supplementary SQ
allocation pool.
Recommendation 7h: per unit quota fees apply to all NSQ allocations.
This approach provides a preferential pathway for NEs in accessing the set aside. It is
consistent with the intention of a new entrant set aside. A minimum allocation aligned
with one standard sized container is a sensible starting point. It recognises commercial
reality but does not require the allocation to be used in this way:


for three years the NE receives 12 tonnes plus a share of the remaining set aside
up to a maximum equal to the eligibility threshold for SQ holders.

The eligibility threshold for SQ holders is aligned with 3 standard containers. This is a
reasonable reference point for NEs that graduate from the set aside. It allows a small
operator to gain an SQ top-up for a limited period. It is an appropriate way to manage the
set aside. However, there should be some safeguards against frivolous NE applications.
Recommendation 8: Introduce provisions to act as a disincentive for frivolous NE
applications for NSQ allocations from the set aside.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 8 are as follows:
Recommendation 8a: the 3 year probation period for NEs to access the set aside
is consecutive from the year of eligibility approval.
Recommendation 8b: NEs that voluntarily reject an NSQ offer before the start of
a quota year will remain eligible for NSQ for the remainder
of their probation period.
Recommendation 8c: NEs that do not use an NSQ allocation in any of their 3
probation years (i.e. quota exports are less than 1 tonne) are
excluded from quota allocations for 3 years.
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Recommendation 8d: NEs that fail to apply for NSQ and submit a ‘quota request’
in any of their 3 probation years are excluded from quota
allocations for 3 years.
Recommendation 8e: No transitional arrangements will apply to the management
of the NSQ set aside for the 2012-13 quota year.
Transitional arrangements for the changes to the management of the set aside in 2012-13
and not necessary. SQ holders will be treated in accordance with the 36 tonne eligibility
threshold and the 2 year limit on access to the set aside. NEs will be treated in line with
the 3 year probation period:



if appropriate, current quota holders will be classified as a first, second or third
year NE and receive an NSQ allocation based on the new provisions;
they are excluded from SQ allocations but past trade performance will be used in
calculations for NSQ allocations.

The intention of the new NSQ provisions is to encourage NEs and small operators to
work harder on market development. Performance based allocations will sharpen the
focus on market development. It shifts the balance away from ad hoc, speculative sales
that can reduce the value of the TRQ.

Quota re-claim provisions
Effective quota re-claim provisions are essential to ensure there is an opportunity for unused allocations to be used by year end. The current ‘use-it-or-lose-it’ provisions require
exporters to satisfy DAFF they will use their remaining allocation. The provisions are
activated in mid February. If there is insufficient evidence or no response the quota is
automatically forfeited in early March:


there are no penalties if retained quota is unused by the end of the year.

The process for gathering and distributing unused quota needs to be timely. Stakeholders
believe the current process is not working effectively. Users of re-claimed quota need
time to make commercial arrangements and there is a six week shipping lag. By the time
un-used quota is distributed there is at best 2.5 months to make use of the access.
Ineffective re-claim provisions can affect the TRQ fill rate. The pressure to use quota
before year end can lead to weak selling and some of the value of the quota rent can be
lost. These outcomes can be amplified by ‘trade inertia’ from business pressures. Some
exporters may not give enough attention to the use of their quota early in the year. The
risk of this is higher with small operators and in periods of weak demand for access.
Recommendation 9: Activate quota re-claim provisions one month earlier and introduce
penalties for non-use of quota to sharpen the commercial focus on
timely quota use and discourage the inclination to ‘sit’ on quota.
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Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 9 are as follows:
Recommendation 9a: DAFF inquiries on intended quota use will be initiated in
mid-January – all unused quota is automatically forfeited
on February 1 if there is no response to DAFF inquiries or
evidence of intended use is insufficient.
Recommendation 9b: Non-use of an allocation by February 1 (i.e. quota exports
of less than 1 tonne) will result in automatic forfeit of the
quota allocation – no appeal on intended use is accepted.
Recommendation 9c: If less than 25% of an allocation has been used by February
1 all remaining quota is automatically forfeited – no appeal
on intended use is accepted.
Recommendation 9d: Penalties will apply to all quota allocations retained after
February 1 that remains unused by year end – penalties will
also apply to subsequent distributions of re-claimed quota.
Recommendation 9e: The penalty will be a 1 for 1 reduction in SQ or NSQ the
next time the quota holder participates in a HQB allocation
process – penalties apply to NEs in their probation period.
Recommendation 9f: Quota use rates of 99.5% or more are deemed to be fully
utilised in applying the penalty provisions– this makes an
allowance for reconciling shipments down to the last kg.
Recommendation 9g: Penalties are not transferable between commercially related
companies – DAFF may transfer a penalty to a related
company if there is evidence of avoidance..
Recommendation 9h: Penalties do not transfer with quota transfers to companies
that are ineligible for quota allocations – liability remains
with the transferring company.
Penalties for non-use will sharpen the focus of exporters on their future intentions. It will
encourage exporters to work harder at using their allocation and lessens the reliance on
DAFF inquiries on export intentions. Automatic forfeit provisions discourages business
inertia by exporters who are not concerned about the effect of penalties on allocations:



1 for 1 penalty provisions are used in the management of Australia’s dairy TRQs;
New Zealand has 2 for 1 penalty provisions for unused HQB quota and applies a
0.5% tolerance level on quota usage rates.

In effect the quota re-claim process will now be enforced nine months after the start of
the shipping year which begins in June. Availability of re-claimed quota on the 1st of
February will enhance the prospects of filling the TRQ subject to trading conditions.
The re-claim provisions include rules to prevent commercial actions to avoid penalties.
Transfers of quota after the 1st of February will include the potential penalty liability if
the recipient company is eligible for HQB quota allocations. But the penalty liability does
not transfer if the recipient company is ineligible for HQB quota allocations.
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Re-claimed quota should be distributed to eligible exporters as soon as possible. It should
be an orderly process with an initial preference for current quota holders. A pure FCFS
distribution system open to all exporters is not appropriate because of the small quantities
involved. Distributions should be based on the demand for quota by individual operators
and an equitable sharing of the available access.
NPEs with no interest in market development (i.e. meat traders) should be free to apply
for any residual access after quota holder requests are satisfied. Non-quota holders can
play a useful role in maximising the fill rate if demand for access is weak. If they gained
NE status in the future, the export performance would contribute to the calculation of
their NSQ allocation.
Recommendation 10: A modified FCFS system is used to distribute any un-used quota
recovered though the quota re-claim provisions.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 10 are as follows:
Recommendation 10a: First preference for distributions of re-claimed quota is
given to SQ and NSQ holders including NEs.
Recommendation 10b: Applications specifying a ‘quota request' in tonnes will be
accepted for a short time in late January – the available
access will not be announced and applications will close on
February 1.
Recommendation 10c: If the total requests by quota holders exceed the available
access, it is shared evenly.
Recommendation 10d: If the total requests are less than the available access, the
applicants receive their ‘quota request’.
Recommendation 10e: Residual quota is made available on an ‘as-needs’ FCFS
basis to any exporter that meets the EU market access
requirements – current quota holders can apply.
Recommendation 10f: FCFS requests are processed in the order they are received
and the pool of FCFS access remains available until the end
of the quota year – DAFF will periodically advise exporters
of the availability of FCFS quota.
Recommendation 10g: any voluntary returns or forfeits of quota distributed to
quota holders are made available on an FCFS basis to any
exporter that meets the EU market access requirements.
Recommendation 10h: per unit quota fees apply all distributions.
The modified FCFS system will reduce the uncertainty on access availability late in the
quota year. This is an important consideration given the limited time for shipments. The
distribution process is an equitable way of sharing the re-claimed access with NEs and
SQ holders ranked equally. All un-used quota could be re-distributed as a single process
which is a more efficient way to manage this issue.
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There are also sufficient safeguards to limit strategic behaviour. The penalty provisions
and quota fees will discourage frivolous applications and quota hoarding. If there are no
applications for a distribution by quota holders an unrestricted FCFS system will operate.

Treatment of penalties in the allocation process
The use of penalties for non-use of quota can be discretionary or automatic. Discretionary
rules are subjective, encourage lobbying and increase administration costs. An automatic
penalty rule is preferable because it strengthens the compliance incentive and can be
incorporated in the allocation calculations.
Penalties should be imposed at the next available opportunity using a 3 step approach.
For SQ allocations the first step is to calculate the performance based share of the 6,650
tonnes. In step two the preliminary determinations are adjusted to reflect ‘quota requests’
with any residual quota allocated to the remaining applicants.
The third step is to deduct penalties from the preliminary determinations including the
active ‘quota requests’. The penalties amounts are then distributed among the remaining
SQ applicants with allocations based on performance – a sub-set of performance shares
will need to be calculated that excludes the SQ holders that were penalised.
For NEs the penalties should be applied to their NSQ allocations. Some exporters with
SQ may be eligible for an NSQ allocation after the preliminary determinations in step
two. Penalties should be applied to their SQ allocation. But the lower, penalty adjusted
SQ allocation does not transfer to the set aside eligibility process.
Recommendation 11: Penalty provisions for non-use of quota should be applied using a
3 step approach to quota allocation determinations to ensure the
deterrence effect of a 1 for 1 reduction in allocations is effective.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 11 are as follows:
Recommendation 11a: Penalties automatically apply to any quota without an
export certificate by 1 June.
Recommendation 11b: Special consideration to cancel a penalty may be given if
evidence of a pending export transaction is provided – time
limits will apply and the review of a penalty decision will
not halt other quota management processes.
Recommendation 11c: eligibility for NSQ allocations will be based on pre-penalty
SQ allocations – this is to prevent the penalty deductions
from inadvertently triggering NSQ eligibility.
Recommendation 11d: Pre-penalty SQ allocations will be used to determine the
maximum NSQ allocation – this is to prevent a reduction in
the effect of the penalties.
Recommendation 11e: Penalties will apply once during a quota year.
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Penalty adjustments may be necessary if a special consideration appeal is successful after
the initial SQ and NSQ allocations are announced. This will occur at the next available
opportunity. For example, the adjustment can be treated preferentially in supplementary
SQ allocations or distributions of re-claimed quota.

Performance measurement for quota allocations
Export sales of HQB product to the EU is the appropriate way to measure performance.
Currently performance measurement includes quota exports, out-of-quota HQB sales and
exports of selected cuts from HQB eligible cattle under the EU GATT global quotas.
Trade in grain-fed beef under the new EU global quota is excluded. This is appropriate as
it could distort allocations away from exporters focused on market development for grass
fed product.
Inclusion of HQB cuts under the GATT global quotas recognises market development
efforts to utilise lower valued cuts from an HQB accredited carcass. A sizeable portion of
the carcass is not used in the HQB quota trade. Including this product creates an incentive
for exporters to find ways to sell more of the HQB carcass in the EU:


it can potentially add value to cattle produced for the HQB trade and encourage a
stronger producer/processor commitment to utilising the TRQ.

Concerns about sales of HQB cuts through GATT global quotas to enhance performance
are mitigated by shifting to the 3 year rolling average calculation. Exporters utilising the
GATT access in this way will have a stronger motivation for market development.
Recommendation 12: Performance share calculations will remain based on HQB quota
exports, out-of-quota HQB trade and sales of cuts from HQB
carcasses under the EU GATT global quotas – grain fed exports
under the new EU global quota are excluded.

Eligibility for allocations
Eligibility for quota allocations was a major issue for stakeholders. Allocations to NPEs
with no commitment to market development is detrimental to maximising the value of the
limited quota access. The business model of meat trading companies is not compatible
with maximising quota rents and returns to HQB cattle producers. As a general principal
they should be excluded from the HQB quota allocations.
However, there are some NPEs that specialise in providing export marketing services for
producers and processors with no market development capacity. They have relationships
with EU customers requiring HQB and EU accredited cattle producers and/or processors.
They invest in market development and seek to maximise returns. Allocations to these
exporters are not necessarily detrimental to maximising quota rents.
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An eligibility rule that excludes NPEs (i.e. operators that don’t own the cattle or carcass
at the time of boning-out) is a simple, effective approach that can be easily enforced. This
should be the default position on eligibility. It will exclude meat trading companies from
quota allocations.
An exception may be made for an NPE that can demonstrate their business model and
approach to quota usage is consistent with optimising the value of the access. It provides
an option for producers and processors that rely on external marketing services. This will
require an eligibly assessment process that can distinguish between NPEs.
The key to optimal quota use is how the product is marketed in Europe. Competitive
livestock markets in Australia ensure most of the quota rent is passed back to producers.
It is the approach to product sales in Europe that largely determines the size of the rent.
This should form the basis of eligibility assessments. The critical factors are:






intended use of the allocation (i.e. what sort of product);
the business model of the EU customer and their consumer sales channel;
the approach to EU market development;
the business model of the exporter; and
relationships with Australian livestock owners and/or processors.

NE applicants should be assessed against a set of criteria that reflect these factors. An
effective assessment process requires DAFF to have the expertise to make judgements on
these commercial considerations. Applicants need to provide a set of information on
intended quota use that confirms compatibility with maximising the TRQ value.
Recommendation 13: Eligibility for allocations is limited to owners of EU accredited
HQB cattle, owner-operators of EU accredited processing plant
and beef processors operating through an EU accredited plant –
NPEs are excluded from quota allocations with the exception of
those that satisfy an assessment test on quota use.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 13 are as follows:
Recommendation 13a: NE applications include a requirement for information on
intended quota use and the position of the applicant in the
industry (i.e. producer, processor, NPE) – applicants must
satisfy the basic requirements for eligibility including an
assessment of marketing intentions.
Recommendation 13b: NPE applicants will face a higher level of scrutiny through
a specific NPE assessment test developed in consultation
with industry – applications will require extra information
including a declaration from accredited producers and/or
processors that confirm a marketing based relationship.
Recommendation 13c: The default position for NPEs is exclusion from allocations
– exceptions to be established by the NPE assessment test.
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Recommendation 13d: If there is uncertainty about the eligibility of an applicant
after applying the NPE assessment test, DAFF has the
option of requesting external independent advice.
Recommendation 13e: NPEs that fail the NPE assessment test are excluded from
allocations and exporting HQB allocations on behalf other
quota holders (i.e. exports under the trading name of
another business).
Recommendation 13f: NPEs that pass the NPE assessment test are eligible for
allocations and exporting HQB allocations on behalf of
other quota holders.
Recommendation 13g: At the end of the 3 year probation period NEs will submit
information on actual quota use to assess their eligibility
for graduation to SQ allocations.
Recommendation 13h: DAFF may use external advice in making the decision on
NE eligibility for graduation to SQ allocations – RMAC,
AMIC, MLA and ABARES are possible sources of advice.
Recommendation 13i: NEs not eligible to graduate to SQ allocations are excluded
from quota allocations for 3 years.
Recommendation 13j: DAFF has the option of initiating an ad hoc review of
eligibility at any time if there are concerns about quota use.
Recommendation 13k: Quota holders found to be ineligible for allocations after an
ad hoc review are excluded from quota allocations for 3
years and forfeit any un-used allocations.
To facilitate the assessment of NE applications from NPEs a set of guidelines should be
developed in consultation with industry. The following information may be considered
for inclusion in the NPE assessment test:









business model of the applicant including number of staff focused on marketing;
recent sales to export markets and the type of product traded;
non-price marketing activities by the applicant in export markets;
a 3 year business plan/summary of HQB quota use – cuts, form of product;
declarations from EU accredited producers and/or processors that confirm a
marketing based relationship;
name and business model of intended/actual EU customers;
final EU sales outlets for product shipped under the TRQ; and
reasons for under-utilisation of NSQ allocations (if applicable).

Use of the information to assess eligibility is self-evident. For example, if the business
model of the applicant is priced-based meat trading or they do not engage in non-price
marketing activities they are excluded from allocations. A score-card system could be
developed using the agreed guidelines to establish a suitable NPE assessment test:


the review of NSQ quota use at the end of the probation period is an opportunity
to check quota use intentions in the initial application and confirm eligibility.
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There are concerns about the use of access by some current quota holders. Some NPEs
may not pass the new eligibility test. It would be inconsistent with the revised quota
management system if they remained part of the SQ allocation process.
If necessary the NPE assessment test could be applied to selected, current quota holders
as a transitional measure to confirm continued eligibility for allocations:




DAFF should discuss the need for this transitional measure with the relevant
industry organisations;
if it is considered necessary, the nominated quota holders should be required to
supply the information needed for the NPE assessment test;
DAFF has the option of using external, independent advice if there is uncertainty
about eligibility after applying the NPE assessment test.

Currently some HQB is being shipped under the trading name of the quota holder through
a third party. These commercial relationships are equivalent to an informal rental of quota
allocations. In some cases NPEs have been the third party.
This trading activity is not necessarily detrimental to maximising the value of the quota if
the third party is a suitable business entity. But it is not clear if all third party transactions
are consistent with this objective. It would be appropriate for third party exporters to
meet the same eligibility assessment requirements faced by quota holders.
Recommendation 14: Third party exporters marketing HQB allocations on behalf of
quota holders are subject to the eligibility assessment criteria for
quota allocations faced by quota holders.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 14 are as follows:
Recommendation 14a: Third party exports of quota allocations on behalf of quota
holders can only occur if the third party has passed the NE
eligibility assessment for NSQ allocations.
Recommendation 14b: Application forms for ‘approval to ship’ are modified to
include a yes/no statement that determines the eligibility
status of the third party.
Recommendation 14c: requests for ‘approval to ship’ are rejected if a third party
exporter has not been assessed and found to be eligible for
quota allocations.

Minimum allocations and quota transfer provisions
It is not appropriate for TRQ management arrangements to make implicit judgements
about the commercial viability of an allocation or changes in allocations. Exporters can
use their allocations in various ways and unused portions can be voluntarily returned.
Micro management of quota use is not efficient or appropriate.
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Recommendation 15: The 1 tonne minimum SQ allocation remains unchanged – if an
initial SQ calculation falls below this threshold the exporter is
excluded from the SQ allocation process.
SQ for all eligible exporters will still be allocated down to the nearest kilogram subject to
the minimum allocation rule. An exception is made for NEs who will receive a minimum
annual allocation of 12 tonnes in each of their 3 years of probation:



this is aligned with the capacity of a standard sea freight container to provide a
reasonable, practical starting point for NEs – distributing very small quantities is
impractical and can erode the value of the TRQ;
the eligibility threshold for SQ holders to access the set aside and the maximum
NSQ allocation are aligned with the capacity of 3 standard sea freight containers
for similar practical reasons.

Current transfer provisions prevent trading in NSQ. There was widespread stakeholder
support for this restriction to continue. It is seen to be necessary to discourage trading in
market access rights as a speculative activity.
Quota trading is also limited by the rule that exporters with NSQ are ineligible for future
NSQ allocations if they choose to sell some or all of their SQ allocation. The effect of the
restriction is to limit trading in SQ. It may have encouraged more third party shipments of
allocations under the trading name of the quota holder.
In principle market based quota transfers are the most efficient way to maximise the fill
rate. It is preferable to DAFF management of quota transfers. It facilitates consolidation
of small quantities that don’t use the full capacity of a standard sea freight container.
However, some restrictions are necessary to discourage inappropriate trading behaviour.
Some NEs may plan to trade NSQ for financial gain or speculate on trading opportunities
that may arise. Some quota holders may have strategies to use a portion of their allocation
and sell the remainder.
The primary concern is buying and selling of quota with no marketing intentions. In the
absence of trading restrictions exporters are inclined to accept an offer of quota allocation
irrespective of their business plans. It can encourage quota trading or, at the very least, tie
up quota until the re-claim provisions are activated. A similar outcome is possible with
distributions of re-claimed quota although the penalty provisions for non-use of quota
will curtail this behaviour.
NEs should not be allowed to sell quota in the probation period – the non-tradability rule
for NSQ should remain in place. The recommended approach to managing the set aside
will limit the opportunity for exporters to use NSQ to off-set SQ sales. The eligibility
threshold for SQ holders and 2 year time limit on accessing the set aside has reduced
need for the rule on SQ trading by NSQ holders.
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SQ trading is appropriate to facilitate quota movement for consolidation of small amounts
and changes in business conditions. But a pattern of sizeable SQ sales over time or selling
a large portion of an allocation is not appropriate. Some extra safeguard provisions are
appropriate.
Recommendation 16: SQ allocations and distributions of re-claimed quota are
transferable and NSQ allocations are non-transferable.
Sub-recommendations associated with recommendation 16 are as follows:
Recommendation 16a: NEs are free to buy SQ during the 3 year probation period.
Recommendation 16b: SQ holders eligible for NSQ are free to trade SQ without
affecting future eligibility to access the set aside.
Recommendation 16c: SQ holders eligible for NSQ are not allowed to sell their
NSQ allocation – if quota sales exceed their SQ allocation
they are excluded from all quota allocations for 3 years.
Recommendation 16d: Exporters selling 50% or more of an annual SQ allocation
or a distribution of re-claimed quota are excluded from all
quota allocations for 3 years – the exclusion rule is applied
separately to allocations and re-distributions.
Recommendation 16e: If a 2 year moving average of quota sales is 33% or more of
total allocation rights (i.e. SQ, NSQ and distributions of reclaimed quota) the exporter is excluded for all quota
allocations for 3 years.
Recommendation 16f: DAFF will review quota sales at the end of the shipping
year (i.e. early June) to determine if the exclusion rules
have been breached – exclusion from allocations will apply
in the next quota year.
The transfer provisions allow quota movements for commercial circumstances which will
help to maximise the fill rate. There are limits on quota sales to curtail the incentive for
accepting allocation offers in excess of expected requirements and trading for financial
gain. A pattern of selling 33% or more of allocation rights would suggest a partial trading
strategy which is not appropriate for maximising the value of the quota.
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Appendix A: Review terms of reference
EUROPEAN UNION HIGH QUALITY BEEF QUOTA REVIEW - 2011
Background
A review of the European Union (EU) high quality beef quota arrangements was conducted in
2005. Subsequent to the review and consultation between the department and industry, the former
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry agreed to the current quota administrative regime
for the management of Australian high quality beef (HQB) exports to the EU. A review of EH
HQB arrangements is due to be undertaken.
Terms of Reference
The consultant will examine and report on:
1. The effectiveness and efficiency of the current quota arrangements, with an emphasis on use,
by new entrants, of non-standard quota. This part of the review will cover:
-

the definition of ‘new entrant’;

-

use of non-standard and standard quota by new entrants;

-

the ongoing suitability of the total annual new entrant entitlement of 500 tonnes; and

-

any other area the consultant considers is relevant.

2. Identify where improvements to the existing quota management arrangements could be made,
including in the areas of:
-

allocation of quota to exporters, including options for the allocation of standard and
non-standard quota entitlements when demand for quota is either low or high;

-

minimum allocations, having regard to commercial practices;

-

quota transfer arrangements;

-

measures to deal with unused quota – including incentives and/or penalties and the
date of return of unused quota – to ensure maximum utilisation of Australia’s in-quota
access to the EU beef market; and

-

any other area the consultant considers is relevant.

Considerations and timing
In undertaking the review, the consultant should have regard to recent quota fill outcomes, costs
of quota administration and commercial requirements of individual quota holders. Where
appropriate, the consultant should use scenario mapping to demonstrate any suggested
improvements to the allocation system.
The consultant should also take into account the outcomes of the 2005 review and the views of
industry representatives and individual exporters and processors. The consultant will present a
draft report to the department by 24 June 2011.
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